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FOREWORD
Two years ago, I had the privilege of sitting through a spoken word poetry workshop featuring 25 performers
from a Los Angeles non-profit organization called Get Lit: Words Ignite. I left the event invigorated having experienced
a young community of artists express so eloquently many of the notions that had been spinning, unanswered, in my
mind. What does it mean to exist in this city today? The answers the poets presented were vibrant, loud, and sincere.
With words, they painted a window into a city I had never seen before.
A few weeks later, I met with Diane Luby Lane, the director of the organization, and presented an idea to collaborate
with all 25 of the poets on a narrative film project- one that would attempt to capture the energy I experienced that
day in that room. The concept was to allow the artists to develop their poetry into an interconnected narrative that
explored their relationship to their city, their communities, and themselves. Each poet would write and perform
their own scene and, together, we would connect the pieces of this elaborate mosaic of Los Angeles.
Our window to complete the project was impossibly slim since many of the poets had just graduated high school and
would soon be leaving LA behind. We needed to develop, write, and shoot the entire movie over the poets’ summer
break. This sounded like an absurd undertaking, yet somehow, the Los Angeles Media Fund very graciously agreed
to fund the project even though we didn’t have a script, a reasonable timeline, or a cast of professional actors. What
were they thinking?
I would be lying if I said that this movie wasn’t the scariest artistic experiment I have ever worked on, but I would
also be lying if I said that it was not the most rewarding creative experience of my life. Everything about the process
behind Summertime was unexpected and reaffirming. A sunset overlooking downtown from the roof of a Cadillac
limousine, an entire improvised day shooting on an iPhone, the radical sincerity these artists brought to set every
day. It is the kind of sincerity that, I believe, has the power to inspire lasting change.
This anthology is an attempt to capture that same energy experienced in that room, on print. The process of
putting these pages together was not unlike the one we followed in developing the film. The same amount chaos,
heart, and thought went into the crafting of every pixel you are about to see. This is the LA I discovered through
their eyes. One that is wild, brave, messy, and full of hope.
I don’t think I will ever be able to forget the feeling I had when I was first introduced to these poets and their
work. It is a feeling that will stay with me for as long as I live. I hope that our movie, and this book, are able to
generate some version of that feeling in the people that chose to go on this journey with us. It is a feeling that is
too miraculous not to share.
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- Carlos López Estrada
Los Angeles 2021
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LA Overture
Mila Cuda

Venice Baby
Olympia Miccio

Ode to Yelp
Tyris Winter

I Cannot Stop This
Writing
Raul Herrera

BY

ILA CUDA

This morning,
the sewer water smelled
like butterscotch
& I found a fig beetle
flattened into the concrete
of Korea-town,
scooter vs. scarab
squashed skid marks
shattering emerald
& on the escalator leading down
to the 7th St Metro
pigeons paint the handrails
splattering off-white,
Flocks, lost
in the underground
ecosystem of delayed
train traffic & disappearances
but my sure step says:
Not Me, Not Today
& my sure step says:
Sure, You Can Ask Me for Directions
It’s true, I do
know my way around
this angel-angst town,
all its ins and outs
& In n Outs

📷

by: Mila Cuda
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all the critters between the cracks
gone off-track
& when your phone map
fails to find home,
wait for the bus
by a grate that pushes up
a Hell of hot green-grey air,
you’re already there—
having a Marilyn Monroe moment
with the exquisite stink
spurting from the sidewalk’s underbelly
& the truth is,
the Silver Line is my favorite sweat brigade
but when the rush hour crowd is too too much,
I turn the music up
Somewhere high in the desert near a curtain of blue
Los Angeles, I am not lonely with you
my love. The wires cutting through the smog
wrap themselves around my skittish heart,
til I am electrocuted by your current,
watching—
all the winged dreams around me
scribble footnotes in our city’s story.
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from: Summertime

This photo is
intentionally blurred.
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This photo is
intentionally blurred.
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by: Veronica Kompalic

BY OLYMPIA

📷
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This poem is
intentionally blurred.
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by: Ollie Miccio
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by: Veronica Kompalic

Ode to Yelp
BY TYRIS

INTER

I write bad reviews about real shit
None of that
Oh, the food was great!
Just wish the cashier smiled
Or The chef forgot to garnish my soup
Or Please greet your customers, thank you

Climb into my night clothes
Flop on my bed
Open my laptop
Log onto yelp
And write
how fucking ridiculous these prices are!

No, I’m coming in,
sterile kit Q-tip swabbing the fuckin toilet seats
And under the black light
if anything so much as shifts in hue
I’m posting
What’s disgusting
is that only 1 star is the lowest, ew
And for the overpriced vegan cafe
across town in chino

This poem is
intentionally blurred.

I’m putting down that
your dry ass veggie “chicken” strips
should not cost 15 dollars
In this economy?
DO yoU knOW whAT I cAn buY wiTh 15 dOllArS?
I could use 1.75
for the red line to union station
2.75 for the silver streak,
Get off at downtown Pomona
Uber home for 6.89
Drop 2 cents
changing my ripped jeans on the front porch
Give my baby brother 3 dollars for not telling
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These reviews are
intentionally blurred.

These reviews are
intentionally blurred.

These reviews are
intentionally blurred.
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🎨

I Cannot Stop
This Writing
BY RAUL HERRERA
At a gas station I scribble a thought behind my left ear reminding me that I am not special
but I sure as hell am next. In a drive-thru for fast food I jot on my jaw line something about
stopping for nothing unless there is a deal. In a classroom near home, off the river end of the
710, I scratch on a whiteboard, ”You cannot be brave unless you’re scared. You cannot be
confident unless you’re insecure.” I write on my chest; what are you afraid of? Of rejection?
Of acceptance? Of someone who can love you wild? My ribcage is inscribed with metaphors
I’ve written while meeting with strangers in semi-familiar places. All of which are ridiculous
to look at in hindsight and hindsight always has a marvelous view. I ask all my strangers,
“Who are you?” No, don’t give me your name. Give me a moment with you, if you will, you
shy daffodil. I would rather we never talk again than us never having really talked. I can’t
stop this writing in my head because words help me remember all these feelings and all
these people and all these moments that are bound to be unbounded from the book of my
brain. And thank you for reading my feelings. I have more and it can’t wait to meet you.
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by: Tiffany Chu

Take the Culver City Bus Line 1 (Eastbound) from Washington Blvd & Pacific Ave, exit
Washington Blvd & Lincoln —> Take the Big Blue Bus 3 toward LAX, exit LAX New
Transit Ctr Bay 1 —> Take the Metro Local 232 Bus (Southbound), exit PCH & Artesia
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I am Walking into CVS
with a Prescription and
a Dead Name
Marcus James

Femme
Mila Cuda

blacKKK israel
Cyrus Roberts

My Walk Home
Lee

Home

Lee & Bene’t Benton

The Letter I Never Wrote
Bene’t Benton

Some days I wish to be done with the needles
the weekly pricking
the monthly bill
the pharmacist and her shameful glances
Like my life has impeded on hers
The act of reaching
for my vials has ruined her evening
she tells me to wait
and wait…and wait
She keeps asking me to repeat my name
The legal one
this is a public shaming
A flogging of my privacy

she asks me for my name
the legal one
I softly whisper the syllables into the glass
She barks it back
with rehearsed confusion

More villagers have gathered
stone me with their glances
exile me with small incantations
my detriment is a community affair

Customers start to gather
like villagers in a town square

BY

ARCUS J
AMES

The villagers yearn for a show
want to revel in their thought that I am
the Circus Act
Woman with a Beard

I wish this story had an ending
with a large choir.
or an orchestra of people stepping in
or a solo of my own hurt
Instead, I go home
fill the needle
prick the skin
Sometimes this is the only protest I can raise
to keep my body healthy when a village
salivates at the thought of its unraveling.
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BY

ILA CUDA

This poem is
intentionally blurred.
This poem is
intentionally blurred.
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blacKKK israel
BY CYRUS ROBERTS

I.
the winds fall
the birds are silent
the cicadas, too, participate in the mourning
morning never comes
night lends an apologetic grin
the newscaster lies tongue-tied
II.
my tears well, but they do not fall
my heaves are silent
my love, too, participates in the mourning
morning never goes away
the night is askance of my countenance
and my soul ties become tongue-tied
III.
I feel trumpets forged out of rubber
bullets - cooled in tear gas - sing songs
of blood and ivory and breath in my blood
I will attempt to make dismemberment beautiful

IV.
for every name broadcasted across our ritualistic
impulse, a pound of flesh turns to salt & self-decapitates
your world is a gruesome imitation of my world
and my world is dying
V.
if you unclenched the symbolic Blackk fist you
would find blood seeping uninterrupted from holding on too long
we, descendants of Adam, have been holding on too long
VI.
every letter is a civil war against apathy
clothe me in jade and gemstones
in incense and hellfire
in retribution and Blackk salt
in legally purchased firearms and depictions
of panthers with skin as tainted as ours
do not hide my last breath in
forgiveness
though you may read it with your own eyes
I no longer can discern...
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VII.
I bear witness to every digitized depiction of modern
lynchings
you rightly label it trauma porn
I birth it the misnomer of ‘love’
I love you brother - choke
I love you brother - bleed! hemorrhage! suffocate!
I love you brother - he is screaming for air! the only thing you haven’t monetized yet, can he
at least be afforded that luxury!
I love you brother - this war has been fought with one side shooting affirmation and
reconciliations of reparations and signed statements while the other shoots clumps of metal
drowned in burning crosses and Otherization
VIII.
King Leopold is known as just that - a king. our kin lost five years and they were given their own
nation, we have lost four-hundred and the home we built is a playground for a drunk and
unrighteous Ares. where is our Black Israel?
IX.
from the lining of my stomach to the balls of my feet to the blood seeping through my clenched
fist to my tied tongue to every emaciated pound of flesh to the cuts on my arms to the tension in
my neck, every part of my holistic representation of soul cries for blood
the flesh of my inner body screams in rage at the injustice its kin endures
feed it blood
or at least a home
a place to know that I can run
or eat candy
or park my car
or ask for help
or live
or sleep or sleep or sleep or sleep
X.
we were led to believe that we could change the world…
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This poem is
intentionally blurred.

MY
WALK
HOME

This poem is
intentionally blurred.

BY LEE
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from: Summertime

Home
BY LEE & BENE’T BENTON
Home is—
Apartment 12
21 stairs, 2 locked knobs
and 1 slammed door.
A cul-de-sac off Central Ave.
3 turns, 2 speed bumps, and 1 stop sign

This poem is
intentionally blurred.
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by: Sean Wang
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from: Summertime

🎨

by: Veronica Kompalic

BY BENE’T BENTON
We planted roasted sunflower seeds
in the cracked soil
of our grandma’s front yard,
waited until we forgot.
The house, four years abandoned,
has not moved.
The weeds are overgrown,
vine loops intertwine the fence
our flower never sprouted— we did.

This poem is
intentionally blurred.

We watched WWE and wrestled on our uncle’s couch.
You let me win every match,
made the toughest girl in the world.
So I used to pretend I didn’t miss you.
The razor scooter scars have faded away,
but the numb ache is still
here. We would argue why the sky is blue,
you thought there was a glass of water reflecting the sun somewhere
half-empty now.
The playground by grandma’s house has been dug up.
The family next door has moved, and moved again.
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Take the Metro Local 232 bus (Northbound) from Sepulveda & Artesia, exit 96th & Sepulveda
—> Take the Culver CityBus 6 (Northbound), exit Sepulveda Blvd & Culver Blvd
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